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80 bln garment pieces

More that 60 mln direct jobs

50% MSMs

THE INDUSTRY IN NUMBERS

 GLOBAL
 Global Value Chains: Main feature in international trade

 Lengthy lead-times

 Driven by big retailers and traders

 COMPLEX
 Multi-stakeholder

 First stage of value added manufacturing for many low income countries

 Small and scattered production facilities

 Short product lifecycles

 Minimum production quantities

A global scenario

Source: GFA, BCG , EU, 2017

Garment and Footwear Value Chains
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Why clothing?  Why such a big interest in this sector?Clothing is one of the biggest industries, and with the biggest footprint, in terms of social, environmental and health risks, mainly happening in manufacturing, developing, countries. Its value chains are both global and complex, with various stakeholders involved, driven by big retailers and traders, however constituted by an enormous amount of small and scattered production facilities all around the world.Take your cotton T-shirt, the cotton is produced and harvested in one country, spun in another, dyed and processed in a different one, and converted in a garment far away from the store where you will purchase it.It generates annual revenues of around US$ 3 trillion, producing 80 bln garments, and employing more than 60 million people, of which three quarters are women.Small brands constituting around half of the industry, are lacking the knowledge and resources to significantly improve their footprint. They also have little control over and transparency along their supply chains. Even when their intent is good, they lack the critical reach to effect change.



Textile and Leather Value Chains
Impacts and risks

Minimum wage ½ of living wage

5.6 injured per 100 workers/year

87% non compliance with minimum 

wage for women in certain countries

10% of substances of concern to human health
25% of chemicals applied in T&L industry

8% of skin deseases caused

by textile and footwear (a key H&S issue 
in tanneries)

79 mln m3/year of water Consumption

1, 715 mln tons/year CO2 emissions

92 mln tons produced waste
20% only recycled

Source: GFA, BCG ,Ellen MacArthur Foundation, Italian T&H Association, 2017
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Impacts and risks are well documented:Regarding the environment, the main impacts are related to discharge of pollutants and water consumption during the production process  and it is no secret that the textile sector consumes very high levels of energy and plays a role in climate change. This is particularly the case for cotton, which represents 45% of all fibers used in the industry, globally, and where the pesticides used for the growth of the cotton settle into the soil or enter the water supply.What about the health risks associated with the handling of chemicals, and the illnesses that are a by-product of using such substances? 10 % of textile-related substances are of potential concern to human health 25 % of chemicals manufactured globally are applied in the textile industry                                         The Associazione Tessile e Salute, reports for instance that about 8% of dermatological desases are caused by textile and footwear.Lastly but not of less importance, social risks are plenty in textile value chains, as the production of garments is often outsourced to developing countries, where  there are less stringent labor laws, and companies benefit from cost efficiencies by taking advantage of workers, failing to pay them a minimum wage. According to the BCG and GFA, the estimated environmental footprint of fashion consumption and production is expected to increase by 63% by 2030.  The lack of complete and transparent information about where and by whom materials are sourced, transformed and assembled, about the effects on the environment and human health of practices and processes, and on working conditions across the supply chain are key gaps. 



Global and regional initiatives
For sustainable value chains

Guiding Principles on
Business and Human Rights

Due Diligence Guidelines 
for Multinational Enterprises
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Several initiatives have been established to address such risks and impacts.The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights and the OECD Due Dilligence Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the ILO Better Work initiative, the UN Global Compact are among them, or the recently lauched initiative from UNFCCC concerning fashion and climate change, or the European Commission programme for sustainable garment.Not to mention the contribution of programs like the Global Fashion Agenda, the work of Sustainable Apparel Coalition, Textile Exchange, among others.And the UN Agenda for Sustainable Development, as specific targets under several SDGs are strictly connected to a more sustainable garment sector.Partnerships and collaborations among all these initiatives are key in creating shared value for both businesses and society to benefit from the actions.



Source: Boston Consulting Group & Danish Fashion Institute - Pulse of the Fashion Industry 2018

Sustainable Value Chains
CEO’s Agenda of Priorities to advance Sustainability
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According to the BCG survey conducted among 100 CEOs of marjor Fashion brands, the following are the key priorities to address to advance sustainability in the idustry.



Engaging with the business sector

Source: UNECE Survey 2018



100+ 
Respondents

From all over the world
Representing both the textile and 

leather industry 
Covering the entire value chain

Brands

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Tier 4

Retailers

Both, 5 %

Leather, 22 %

Textile, 63 %

Both

Leather

Textile

Industry share

Tier 1: Final product manufacturing and assembly
Tier 2: Material manufacturing
Tier 3: Raw material processing
Tier 4: Agriculture, farming and extraction

Micro 15%

Small 26%Medium 38%

Large 22%

Size in n°employees

Micro

Small

Medium

Large

The UN/CEFACT Initiative
Focus on Transparency and Traceability

The Survey
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Such initiatives, guidelines, studies, they all point out to the need of improving transparency and traceability for the industry, as a priority:to increase its ability to manage its supply chains more efficiently and sustainably.UN Global Compact: The ability to identify and trace the history, distribution, location and application of products, parts and materials, to ensure the reliability of sustainability claims, in the areas of human rights, labor (including health and safety), the environment and anti-corruption.So, in July 2018, UNECE has luanched a survey to gain the business sector’s perspective on the benefits and challenges of enhancing of transparency, traceability, possible policy approaches and key elements of a robust traceability and transparency scheme for more sustainable value chains in the garment and footwear sector. So far, more than 100 responses have been received, from companies all over the work, representing both the textile and leather industry, and covering the entire value chain.Micro, small and medium enterprises, represent more than 60% of the sample, which is in line with the composition of the industry. While more than 60% of the companies represent the textile sector.



The UN/CEFACT Project

Source: UNECE Survey 2018

Focus on Transparency and Traceability

The Survey



The UN/CEFACT Project
Why Transparency and Traceability?

Source: UNECE Survey 2018

A priority for the industry
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To give the industry a common understanding of what the most critical issues across the value chain and by impact areas are. As a way of putting the power of information in the hands of consumers and as a means to guide business leaders towards smarter choices in the pursuit of lasting change.Perhaps more important, it creates a foundation for the landscape for change, channeling investment and innovation into those areas that smart businesses will capture and benefit fromEmpower brands, retailers and facilities of all sizes, at every stage of their sustainability journey, to measure their impact on environmental and social dimensions and to identify areas for improvement. The purpose of this initiative is to establish high level design for traceability systems in international trade, provide stakeholders in the sector with a recommended framework and foster innovation, improvements and price reductions of IT tools for supply chain mapping, traceability and sustainable sourcing.In this way, we can promote sustainable trade through transparency and traceabilty, using modern technology and collaborative tools to facilitate the production and delivery of goods in a more efficient, secure and sustainable manner.OECD: Traceability is the process by which enterprises track materials and products and the conditions in which they were produced through the supply chain. Ttraceability as a tool may help an enterprise gain information on upstream actors.However, an enterprise cannot stop at traceability. The following subsequent steps in this Guidance – notably preventing and mitigating harm – are critical.  Engagement with “choke points” ‘UN Global Compact: The ability to identify and trace the history, distribution, location and application of products, parts and materials, to ensure the reliability of sustainability claims, in the areas of human rights, labor (including health and safety), the environment and anti-corruption.



The UN/CEFACT Project
Why Transparency and Traceability?

Source: UNECE Survey 2018

Possible policy approaches

Fiscal 
incentives

64%

R&D 
support

54% Regulation

75%

Skills
development

61%Trade 
agreements

34%

Voluntary
standards 

27%

Promotional
support 

27%
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The UN/CEFACT Project
Why Transparency and Traceability?

Key  elements of a robust traceability scheme

Quote: “In order to have a robust system, the necessary information should be complete and must be 1. 
obligatory by law, 2. certified by an internationally recognized certification system and supported by strict 
testing systems, 3. ensure product sustainability, and 4. should be easy to implement across a large supply 
base.”
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In order to have a robust system the necessary information should be complete and must be 1. obligatory by law, 2. certified by an internationally recognized certification system and supported by strict testing systems, 3. ensure product sustainability, and 4. should be easy to implement across a large supply base.



The UN/CEFACT Project
Why Transparency and Traceability?

Does the industry track and trace  its value chain? 

And if so, until which tier?



The Project
How to enhance transparency and traceability?

POLICY RECOMMENDATION & DIALOGUE PLATFORM

TRACEABILITY STANDARD AND IMPLEMENTATION GUIDELINES

PILOTING AND CAPACITY BUILDING

Previous experiences and publications
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This is what our project is going to be about.The overall objective is to strengthen sustainable consumption and production patterns in the garment and footwear sector, through the development and implementation of the Framework Initiative and a Transparency and Traceability Tool. The outputs will help both government and industry partners to take risk-informed decisions and operate along a set of internationally agreed practices, thus increasing transparency vis a vis the final consumers. It consists of the following key components: 1. A Multi-stakeholder policy dialogue platform and policy recommendations towards enhanced transparency and traceability for sustainable value chains in the sector.2. Traceability standards and implementation guidelines. 3. An online Transparency and Traceability Tool, for customized, open self-assessment and data sharing solutions for value chain stakeholders. 4. Piloting of the project outputs with selected companies and countries, and training and continuous improvement programme in collaboration with strategic partners.It builds on UNECE and ITC  vast experience and expertise in supporting policies, regulations, standards and tools, which guide value chains towards more responsible production and consumption patterns, in line with Sustainable Development Goal (SDG) 12 of the UN Agenda 2030. The project will be implemented over the period 2018 to 2021.



Project Governance
Partnerships for the project

Next Steps
• Survey Questionnaire on Traceability for all relevant business partners

• Call for Interest and establishment of Groups of Experts by Project Component

Project Steering 
Committee

Review progress, gaps 
and challenges against 

project expected 
results

TTST Advisory Board           
(representatives of 
key stakeholders)  

Provides strategic 
guidance to the project

UN/CEFACT 
Working Party

Discusses and adopts the policies, 
standards and guidelines developed by 

the project, following the Open 
Development Process (ODP) 

IT Working Group

Manages the development and 
target of the Transparency and 

Traceability Tool

• Project meetings at OECD Due Diligence Forum on 12-14 February (Paris)

• Experts Groups meetings at UN/CEFACT Forum on 5 April (Geneva)
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How is the project going to be implemented?The Project Steering Committee, which will review progress, gaps and challenges against the expected results (formed by UNECE, ITC and the European Commission)The strategic direction will be given by the Advisory Board, which will build on a wide partnerships of key stakeholders, representing organizations such as the European Commission, OECD, UNEP, the ACP Group of States, ILO, SAC, Textile Exchange; Governments such as Italy and The Netherlands; private sector associations and initiatives, such as EURATEX, COTANCE, SLCP, ICS, SEDEX; Academia and Foundations, such as Bocconi University and Cittadellarte Fashion B.E.S.T.The IT Working Group, led by the ITC, will specifically manage the development of the online Transparency and Traceability Tool.The UN/CEFACT Working Party discusses and adopts the policies, standards and guidelines developed by the project, following the Open Development Process (ODP) , and will be supported by dedicated group of experts.What are the next steps?The launch of a survey questionnaire, targeting retailers, brands, manufacturers and farmers in the clothing industry, on the key requirements and ingredients for transparency and traceability scheme, and to help identify existing good practices.The call for expression of interests to join the group of experts.



A multi-stakeholder initiative

https://www.unece.org/tradewelcome/outreach-and-support-for-trade-facilitation/traceability-for-sustainable-value-chains-textile-
and-leather-sector.html
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For more information, and to join the project you can get in touch with Maria Teresa Pisani and Joseph Wozniak: maria-teresa.pisani@un.org ; wozniak@intracen.orgTo conclude, the principles and key ingredients of a sustainability approach for the clothing industry, “the what”, are now clear. It is time to start working on “the how” advance it. And this project goes exactly this direction!

https://www.unece.org/tradewelcome/outreach-and-support-for-trade-facilitation/traceability-for-sustainable-value-chains-textile-and-leather-sector.html


Thank you!

Maria Teresa Pisani
maria-teresa.pisani@un.org
Economic Cooperation and 

Trade Division, UNECE

mailto:maria-teresa.pisani@un.org
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